
MultiSpectra  Consultants  Training  to  Ensure  Quality  Control  ofMultiSpectra  Consultants  Training  to  Ensure  Quality  Control  of
ConcreteConcrete

MultiSpectra Consultants brings to the construction industry a very ENERGETIC way of interMultiSpectra Consultants brings to the construction industry a very ENERGETIC way of inter --
action-based training for Cement Concrete.action-based training for Cement Concrete.

Why should you train your personnel?Why should you train your personnel?

1) Help them grow in the organization by learning new subjects.1) Help them grow in the organization by learning new subjects.
2) To refresh / upgrade their existing knowledge of a subject by a different approach.2) To refresh / upgrade their existing knowledge of a subject by a different approach.
3) To prepare them to solve the problem issues faced either in current project or expected in a3) To prepare them to solve the problem issues faced either in current project or expected in a
new project.new project.

Let me tell you more about my system of training:Let me tell you more about my system of training:

1) I don’t do normal classroom training sessions like general trainers usually do. They are rel1) I don’t do normal classroom training sessions like general trainers usually do. They are rel --
atively boring and usually don’t focus on the execution level requirements, which ultimatelyatively boring and usually don’t focus on the execution level requirements, which ultimately
leads to waste of time and money.leads to waste of time and money.
2) I do trainings in a very interactive and problem solving way by actually discussing the pain2) I do trainings in a very interactive and problem solving way by actually discussing the pain
points faced by your personnel during execution and also addressing the issues and difficultiespoints faced by your personnel during execution and also addressing the issues and difficulties
faced by your company in the past.faced by your company in the past.
3) Training is very subjective term and depends on how much the person himself is involved in3) Training is very subjective term and depends on how much the person himself is involved in
learning the topic.learning the topic.
4) Only when a participant asks a question or takes effort to find an answer he turns more re4) Only when a participant asks a question or takes effort to find an answer he turns more re --
ceptive to knowledge.ceptive to knowledge.
5) All my training programs are tailor made and thus I generally require preparation time of5) All my training programs are tailor made and thus I generally require preparation time of
minimum 15 days.minimum 15 days.
6) From 1st day I start interacting with the full list of the participants before the actual train6) From 1st day I start interacting with the full list of the participants before the actual train --
ing to generate interest.ing to generate interest.
7)  The actual  sessions  are  based on 2-way interaction  and problem solving of  major  pain7)  The actual  sessions  are  based on 2-way interaction  and problem solving of  major  pain
points to help the participants take involvement by asking questions and generating answerspoints to help the participants take involvement by asking questions and generating answers
within the group thus they take away fulfillment.within the group thus they take away fulfillment.
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8) Basic literature to navigate the theme of a session is provided from my side along with book8) Basic literature to navigate the theme of a session is provided from my side along with book
references.references.
9) In most cases a short test/quiz will be given to the participants at the end of the session to9) In most cases a short test/quiz will be given to the participants at the end of the session to
check their understanding.check their understanding.

How the actual training will happen:How the actual training will happen:

1) Each session will be typically of 3 hour duration but depending on the interaction it can be1) Each session will be typically of 3 hour duration but depending on the interaction it can be

extended by 90 minutes.extended by 90 minutes.

2) My training programs are tailor made and so I will require preparation time of minimum2) My training programs are tailor made and so I will require preparation time of minimum

10 days.10 days.

3) During the preparation period I form a WhatsApp Discussion Group for all the participants3) During the preparation period I form a WhatsApp Discussion Group for all the participants

and initiate the process of letting them ask any type of question, selected questions will  beand initiate the process of letting them ask any type of question, selected questions will  be

picked up for discussion during the session.picked up for discussion during the session.

4) In case of multiple sessions, serious effort is put in to understand and mentor the specific4) In case of multiple sessions, serious effort is put in to understand and mentor the specific

talents of the participants.talents of the participants.

5) I have 6 standard modules for concrete training viz: Lab, Execution, Systems, NDT, CMD and5) I have 6 standard modules for concrete training viz: Lab, Execution, Systems, NDT, CMD and

Durability.Durability.

6) The LAB Module will cover the laboratory issues of Concrete materials (Cement + Pozzolana6) The LAB Module will cover the laboratory issues of Concrete materials (Cement + Pozzolana

+ Aggregates + Admixtures + Water), Fresh concrete parameters + testing, Purpose of curing,+ Aggregates + Admixtures + Water), Fresh concrete parameters + testing, Purpose of curing,

Cube casting + handling + testing.Cube casting + handling + testing.

7) The EXECUTION Module will take the discussion further to execution issues focusing on pro7) The EXECUTION Module will take the discussion further to execution issues focusing on pro --

visions of I.S.456, strength analysis, statistics (SD), NDT (Briefly), corrosion, cracks, bleeding,visions of I.S.456, strength analysis, statistics (SD), NDT (Briefly), corrosion, cracks, bleeding,

pumping, temperature and compaction.pumping, temperature and compaction.

8) The SYSTEMS Module will discuss about the approach to Mix Design, checking of external8) The SYSTEMS Module will discuss about the approach to Mix Design, checking of external

designs, Reconciliation checks, yield control, recording systems, importance of durability anddesigns, Reconciliation checks, yield control, recording systems, importance of durability and

reasons / factors for deterioration of concrete.reasons / factors for deterioration of concrete.

9) The NDT / CMD / DURABILITY modules are topic focused and help in understanding these9) The NDT / CMD / DURABILITY modules are topic focused and help in understanding these
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subjects in details.subjects in details.

10) To keep the competitive spirit and to maintain the interest of the participants I usually10) To keep the competitive spirit and to maintain the interest of the participants I usually

conduct a contest for best QUESTION asked and best ANSWER given and special certificatesconduct a contest for best QUESTION asked and best ANSWER given and special certificates

will be given to them to recognize their efforts.will be given to them to recognize their efforts.

11) After the full completion of all the training sessions a participation certificate will be given11) After the full completion of all the training sessions a participation certificate will be given

to all the participants.to all the participants.

12) Most importantly you will be given an internal assessment report of each member high12) Most importantly you will be given an internal assessment report of each member high --

lighting their strengths specifically to the field of concrete handling which you can refer, to furlighting their strengths specifically to the field of concrete handling which you can refer, to fur --

ther groom your in-house talent.ther groom your in-house talent.

Other Conditions:Other Conditions:

1) Maximum 15 technical participants are allowed for each training session (can be relaxed1) Maximum 15 technical participants are allowed for each training session (can be relaxed

for supervisory staff).for supervisory staff).

2) All my training sessions are copyrighted and you are not allowed to do the Audio or Video2) All my training sessions are copyrighted and you are not allowed to do the Audio or Video

recording of the session.recording of the session.

3) We do video shooting for our internal purpose and it is not shared with your organization.3) We do video shooting for our internal purpose and it is not shared with your organization.

4) If you need specific project based training then you need to submit full tender documents 154) If you need specific project based training then you need to submit full tender documents 15

days in advance.days in advance.

5) Preparations of place / projector / presentation accessories are to be done at your end.5) Preparations of place / projector / presentation accessories are to be done at your end.

6) If the training is in multiple sessions, then I prefer to keep certain duration between success6) If the training is in multiple sessions, then I prefer to keep certain duration between success --

ive sessions.ive sessions.

Advantages of my training:Advantages of my training:

1) Your staff will achieve a great fulfillment of knowledge about many practical aspects of con1) Your staff will achieve a great fulfillment of knowledge about many practical aspects of con --
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crete execution.crete execution.

2) The lab engineer and lab assistant will have much more confidence to control concrete in a2) The lab engineer and lab assistant will have much more confidence to control concrete in a

scientifically correct way.scientifically correct way.

3) Overall your staff will  have more patience and insight for solving the problems faced by3) Overall your staff will  have more patience and insight for solving the problems faced by

them and by the contractor.them and by the contractor.

4) The senior staff will be better prepared to identify genuine contractor problems and confid4) The senior staff will be better prepared to identify genuine contractor problems and confid --

ently face the auditors.ently face the auditors.

5) Better understanding of the details will also lead to saving of natural resources such as ce5) Better understanding of the details will also lead to saving of natural resources such as ce --

ment and thus not only help you do more saving but also save the precious natural resourcesment and thus not only help you do more saving but also save the precious natural resources

of our country from destruction.of our country from destruction.

6) Proper reconciliation will not only help in keeping control on quality but also help in huge6) Proper reconciliation will not only help in keeping control on quality but also help in huge

additional savings.additional savings.

Clientele served by MultiSpectra Consultants:Clientele served by MultiSpectra Consultants:

- Civil Engineering and Construction Companies;- Civil Engineering and Construction Companies;

- Software Companies;- Software Companies;

- Government Organisations;- Government Organisations;

- Individual Clients.- Individual Clients.

MultiSpectra Consultants is registered with the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium EnterMultiSpectra Consultants is registered with the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enter --

prises, Government of India, and bears Udyog Aadhaar Number WB10D0002852.prises, Government of India, and bears Udyog Aadhaar Number WB10D0002852.

MultiSpectra Consultants is a registered Training Partner of the National Skill DevelopmentMultiSpectra Consultants is a registered Training Partner of the National Skill Development

Corporation, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, Government of India.Corporation, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, Government of India.

MultiSpectra Consultants has been accorded the status of a Recognised Startup by the DepartMultiSpectra Consultants has been accorded the status of a Recognised Startup by the Depart --
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ment of Industrial Policy and Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government ofment of Industrial Policy and Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of

India.India.

MultiSpectra Consultants  is  registered as an Offshore Company with Government of  UnitedMultiSpectra Consultants  is  registered as an Offshore Company with Government of  United

Arab Emirates.Arab Emirates.

MultiSpectra Consultants is registered with the Ministry of Industry, Government of Nepal, unMultiSpectra Consultants is registered with the Ministry of Industry, Government of Nepal, un --

der Company Category 0200.der Company Category 0200.

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Startup Europe Partnership (SEP).MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Startup Europe Partnership (SEP).

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Startup Europe India Network (SEU-IN).MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Startup Europe India Network (SEU-IN).

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of Startup Lithuania and Startup Canada.MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of Startup Lithuania and Startup Canada.

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Open Invention Network.MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Open Invention Network.

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the World Intellectual Property Organization.MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the World Intellectual Property Organization.

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Patron Member of the Confederation of Micro,  Small and MeMultiSpectra Consultants is a Patron Member of the Confederation of Micro,  Small and Me --

dium Enterprises, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry.dium Enterprises, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry.

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the National Association of Software and ServicesMultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the National Association of Software and Services

Companies (NASSCOM).Companies (NASSCOM).

MultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Association of Micro, Small and Medium EnterMultiSpectra Consultants is a Member of the Association of Micro, Small and Medium Enter --
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prises in Information Technology (AIM-IT).prises in Information Technology (AIM-IT).

MultiSpectra Consultants  is  an Affiliate  of  Microsoft,  Google,  Adobe,  Amazon,  Corel,  Oracle,MultiSpectra Consultants  is  an Affiliate  of  Microsoft,  Google,  Adobe,  Amazon,  Corel,  Oracle,

IBM, Bentley Systems, Cisco, Citrix, WinRAR and other global companies.IBM, Bentley Systems, Cisco, Citrix, WinRAR and other global companies.

MultiSpectra Consultants is looking for agents in countries in the Asia-Pacific region, in particMultiSpectra Consultants is looking for agents in countries in the Asia-Pacific region, in partic --

ular in Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Laos,ular in Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Laos,

Cambodia  and  Vietnam.  Expressions  of  interest  may  be  directed  to  the  undersigned  atCambodia  and  Vietnam.  Expressions  of  interest  may  be  directed  to  the  undersigned  at

dramartyakumar@gmail.com.dramartyakumar@gmail.com.

MultiSpectra Consultants supports MultiSpectra Consultants supports ,,  ,,    ,,

, , , , ,,

andand  ..

For and on behalf of MultiSpectra Consultants,
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Dr. Amartya Kumar Bhattacharya
BCE (Hons.) ( Jadavpur ), MTech ( Civil ) ( IIT Kharagpur ), PhD ( Civil ) ( IIT Kharagpur ), Cert.MTERM ( AIT
Bangkok ), CEng(I), PEng(I), FASCE (USA), FIE, FACCE(I), FISH, FIWRS, FIPHE, FIAH, FAE, MIGS, MIGS –
Kolkata Chapter, MIGS – Chennai Chapter, MISTE, MAHI, MISCA, MIAHS, MISTAM, MNSFMFP, MIIBE, MICI,
MIEES, MCITP, MISRS, MISRMTT, MAGGS, MCSI, MMBSI
Chairman and Managing Director, MultiSpectra Consultants  ( MultiSpectra Consultants is registered with the
Ministry  of  Micro,  Small  and  Medium  Enterprises,  Government  of  India,  and  bears  Udyog  Aadhaar  Number
WB10D0002852 )
Vice President ( East ), Association of Consulting Civil Engineers ( India )
Member, Governing Council, Association of Consulting Civil Engineers ( India )
Visiting Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka
AICTE-INAE Distinguished Visiting Professor
Associate Editor, International Journal of Ecology and Development
Associate Editor, AGGS Journal of Groundwater Research ( AGGS JGWR )
E-mails:  dramartyakumar@gmail.com
               dramartyakumarbhattacharya@gmail.com
               amartyakumar@yahoo.co.in
               dramartyakumar@outlook.com
               dr.amartyakumarbhattacharya@yandex.com
               amartya_67@rediffmail.com
Mobile:+91-8902494161
Websites: https://www.multispectraconsultants.com
                http://tinyurl.com/MultiSpectraConsultants
                http://tinyurl.com/MultiSpectraBrochure
                http://tinyurl.com/MultiSpectraEdge
                http://tinyurl.com/MultiSpectraSpark
                https://multispectraconsultants.academia.edu/DrAmartyaKumarBhattacharya
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                https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Amartya_Bhattacharya
                https://www.mendeley.com/profiles/dr-amartya-kumar-bhattacharya
                https://www.sulekha.com/multispectra-consultants-gariahat-kolkata-contactaddress
                https://www.f6s.com/multispectraconsultants
                https://www.f6s.com/dr.amartyakumarbhattacharya
                https://angel.co/dr-amartya-kumar-bhattacharya
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Twitter: @DrAmartya
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